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I. INTRODUCTION

The Illinois Department of Commerce and Economic Opportunity’s (“DCEO”) Plan 3

sets forth cost-effective energy efficiency programs and measures that meet the statutory

requirements of Sections 8-103 and 8-104. That alone warrants its approval. Beyond meeting

all of the statutory requirements, Plan 3 proposes new programs and measures developed through

input from various collaborative meetings with Illinois Commerce Commission (“Commission”)

Staff, the Utilities, and the Stakeholder Advisory Group (SAG), coupled with a detailed analysis

of the optimal mix of energy efficiency programs and measures given the spending limits

prescribed by law.

Pursuant to the Illinois Public Utilities Act, 220 ILCS § 5/1-101 et seq. (the “Act”), and

consistent with the Commission’s prior approval of DCEO’s first and second sets of Plans (”Plan

1” and “Plan 2”), DCEO respectfully requests the Commission to approve its integrated Energy

Efficiency Plan (“Plan 3”).

For reasons stated in DCEO’s Initial Brief, as well as set forth below, DCEO respectfully

requests that the Commission approve DCEO’s Three-year Plan with the understanding that

DCEO will modify its electric and natural gas savings goals based on previous years’ experience,

since this will result in more pragmatic and achievable goals.

II. ARGUMENT

A. ENERGY SAVINGS GOALS AND COST EFFECTIVENESS

1. The Commission should accept the electric and natural gas energy efficiency goals
submitted by DCEO as modified according to the Commission Staff
recommendation.
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DCEO’s Plan 3 is proposing modified savings goals that are consistent with the Act’s

spending limitations and rules. 220 ILCS 5/8-103(f). Staff states that “the Commission should

modify the energy savings goals proposed by DCEO in its plan, as recommended by Staff, such

that the goals are less aggressive and more realistically achievable,” and “DCEO, based upon its

submitted plan and its past experience, is unlikely [..] to meet the modified goals that it

proposes” on the basis that DCEO’s goals rely too heavily on modeling results and forecasts

rather than on previous years’ experience. Staff Ex. 1.0, p. 12-13 and Staff Initial Brief, p. 4.

“Historically, past participation rates have been low.” Staff Initial Brief, p 7. On this premise,

Commission Staff suggests that DCEO revise the savings goals to ensure that, on a yearly basis,

the savings goals will not exceed the average of electric/gas program years 4/1 and 5/2. DCEO

has agreed to submit revised goals upon receiving evaluations for program year 5/2. DCEO

Initial Brief, p.10.

Contrary to the Commission Staff, the Illinois Attorney General Office (AG) has

suggested that DCEO’s savings goals may be underestimated and should be corrected by

revising realization rate assumptions from 0.8 for the Public Sector and 0.9 for the Low Income

Sector up to 1.0 for both sectors. “DCEO is essentially creating a contingency buffer of

savings.” AG Ex.1 p. 22. Likewise, the Natural Resources Defense Council (NRDC) has stated

that “savings goals appear to be low relative to the available budget” based on what NRDC

considers to be an excessive increase in the costs of acquiring energy efficiency. NRDC Ex.1, p.

5. DCEO respectfully rejects both the AG and NRDC positions, which fail to provide

constructive and actionable feedback on how DCEO should modify its programs or shift

resources in order to capture energy savings, and how, in a mature market where the “low

hanging fruit” has already been captured, DCEO could reduce its costs of acquiring energy
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savings. The AG and NRDC failed to provide suggestions on how to overcome such market

barriers as franchise agreements and the the lack of public sector funds to pay for energy

efficiency projects. The Commission Staff agrees with DCEO on this issue and stated that

“DCEO’s plan simply cannot be analyzed using the blunt instrument of a cost-per-unit approach.

DCEO’s savings obligations are simply too complicated to be approached in this manner”, and

DCEO “has perhaps the most difficult “target market” for energy savings: the public sector.”

Staff Initial Brief, p. 20. DCEO agrees with and appreciates Staff’s acknowledgement of the

unique set of challenges DCEO must navigate in serving the Public and Low Income Sectors.

DCEO respectfully requests to the Commission approve DCEO’s modified goals based

on past savings once DCEO receives program year 5/2’s electric and natural gas portfolio

evaluation results. DCEO agrees with Staff Witness Hinman’s recommendation to reduce

DCEO’s goals in the manner described.

2. The Commission should approve DCEO’s retrospective application of third-party
evaluated results and should reject the Attorney General’s Office argument that
deemed realization rates should be increased, since DCEO has not asked the
Commission to deem any realization rates.

The AG’s recommendation concerning realization rates are not appropriate, since the

recommendation presumes a prospective application of the realization rates. DCEO is not

requesting to prospectively deem realization rates, since DCEO is requesting a retrospective

application of evaluation results.

Therefore, the following arguments are not relevant:

1. “DCEO is protected from an evaluation finding that an assumed participant’s reasonable

average hours of use or other assumptions are incorrect. Such post-installation findings
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by evaluators would only affect future deemed savings under Illinois’ TRM policy.” AG

Office Initial Brief, p. 26.

2. “Illinois now uses a statewide Technical Reference Manual – approved by the

Commission in Docket Nos. 12-0528 and 13-00077 – that incorporates deemed energy

savings.” AG Initial Brief, p. 26.

In relation to the first point, DCEO once again is requesting a retroactive application of

evaluated results, which effectively eliminates the “protection” effect of prospectively deemed

values.

In relation to the second point, DCEO agrees with the AG that the Illinois Technical

Reference Manual (TRM) reduces uncertainty, but it does not deem savings. For measures that

make up the majority of the Utilities’ and DCEO’s portfolios, the TRM deems an algorithm that

contains a variety of pre-approved or custom (program-specific) values to choose from to obtain

a final savings number. DCEO’s realization rates are planning values that account for the

inherent variability of implementing a portfolio of programs on a first-come, first-served basis

where DCEO has no control of factors such as hours of use, weather variability, in-service rates

and other evaluated findings. AG Witness Mosenthal argues that since “variances between

tracked savings and final evaluation numbers can reflect adjustments for things under the

program administrator’s control (e.g., errors in assumptions, inappropriate application of the

TRM, etc.), the program administrator should be held accountable for these realization rate

adjustments.” AG Ex. 1.0 at 18. However, such variances are the result of real-world situations

being different from planned assumptions, since DCEO has no direct control of which customers

will actually apply for what measures under which specific circumstances, but can only plan

based on the best assumptions at its disposal.
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DCEO respectfully requests the Commission to approve DCEO’s retrospective application of

third-party evaluated results, rather than the AG suggestion of prospective application of deemed

values since DCEO the retrospective approach accounts for real world variables and actual

results.

3. The Commission should encourage continued discussion within the SAG to consider
strategies to address DCEO’s unique market challenges of franchise agreements and
utility-owned public streetlights that create barriers to achieving higher goals.

Throughout the history of EEPS, DCEO has argued that the market barriers presented in

the Public Sector and Low Income Sector are unique to those sectors and distinct from the

barriers the Utilities encounter in their markets. No party has disputed the challenges of DCEO’s

portfolio sectors. The two most obvious barriers are the franchise agreements in Northern

Illinois and the Public Streetlight market owned by Ameren Illinois in Downstate Illinois.

Municipal Utility Franchise Agreements were developed as a mechanism to grant Utilities the

right to use the public streets and alleyways as rights-of way and indirectly provide the right of

access and of eminent domain for acquisition of private property for utility facilities. These

agreements have typically been for extended periods of time; fifty years is common.

Detailed information has been requested of DCEO in the AG Initial Brief, including the

number and identity of communities with franchise agreements and urges the Commission to

require DCEO to provide this information. AG Initial Brief, p. 18. As DCEO Witnesses

Mrozowski and Baker stated in their testimonies during the November 22, 2013 DCEO

evidentiary hearing, DCEO does not possess this information. Only the public utilities can

provide this detailed information.

DCEO would encourage the continued discussion within the SAG to find a resolution to

these market barriers, as finding a solution would strengthen the entire Portfolio.
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B. PUBLIC SECTOR – CORE AND TARGETED PROGRAMS

1. The Commission should approve DCEO’s Public Sector programs, including the
core programs and affiliated targeted programs, and disregard the AG’s
recommendation that the targeted programs be folded into the Public Sector
Custom program.

AG Witness Mosenthal questioned “the logic in separating the [targeted programs] out

from the main programs that already appear to cover these opportunities, rather than just

providing more targeted services within these programs.” He acknowledged that “targeting

specific initiatives to particular markets and opportunities can be a good strategy,” but argued

that “these “programs” are more appropriately simply services to support the main programs, and

separating out their budgets results in a very unclear picture of what programs are cost-effective

and why certain things are targeted.” AG Ex. 1.0, p. 5, lines 6-14. In particular, he

recommended that the targeted programs be included as part of DCEO’s Public Sector Custom

Program.

DCEO believes this recommendation reflects a misunderstanding of the nature of

DCEO’s Plan and programs. All of the targeted programs are “subsets” of DCEO’s Standard

and Custom Program, just as AG Witness Mosenthal suggests they should be. All of the

applicants for the targeted programs, in fact, fill out the Standard and Custom Program

application. DCEO’s plan could have merely folded these programs into its Public Sector

Standard and Custom budget and programs, but made the decision to break them out since these

programs are both innovative and transformative. The targeted programs involve special

marketing and outreach, and sometimes bonus incentives to overcome market barriers. The

targeted programs are designed, in part, to help overcome the challenge of so many communities

receiving free electricity or gas under their franchise agreements. DCEO believes that offering
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targeted public sector programs is an effective strategy for maximizing energy savings and may

develop additional targeted programs in the future. Therefore, DCEO urges the Commission to

disregard AG Witness Mosenthal’s recommendation to fold the targeted programs into the Public

Sector Custom program.

2. The Commission should reject the Staff’s recommendation that DCEO reduce the
budget for the Waste Water Treatment Program or include a contingency plan for
moving funds from the program to other Public Sector Programs in a compliance
filing.

Witness David Brightwell of Commission Staff argued that the $5 million allocated to the

Water Treatment Plant program was too large a sum for a program that is at present unproven.

Staff Witness Brightwell recommended that DCEO “A) allocate this money to other programs

with an understanding that it can be reallocated to Waste Water facilities if the program proves to

be successful; or B) provide the Commission a contingency Plan for reallocating these funds in

the event the money cannot be spent as effectively as anticipated in this Plan.” Staff Ex. 2.0, p.

12.

Again, DCEO believes this recommendation reflects a misunderstanding of the nature of

DCEO’s Plan and Public Sector programs. The plan analysis shows potential spending and

energy savings separately for the full range of core and targeted programs that DCEO intends to

administer, in order to provide transparency. The dollars allocated to each program in the plan

are not intended to be rigid budgets. Projects are funded on a first-come, first-served basis

within the Public Sector Energy Efficiency Program within each utility territory, and if demand

for a particular program in a particular utility territory exceeds expectations, the dollars are

immediately reallocated from programs where activity is lower than expected. Actual spending

among the targeted and core programs will most certainly vary significantly, particularly across
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the various utility territories. This has been DCEO’s experience from PY 1 on, and we expect

this pattern to continue. DCEO believes the $5 million in program incentives for the Waste

Water Treatment Program is a reasonable estimate, but will quickly make adjustments up or

down based on the actual program activity. Therefore, DCEO believes that is has an adequate

“contingency plan.”

3. DCEO agrees to adjust its proposed Waste Water Treatment (WWT) program to
more fully capture the large energy efficiency potential from WWT facilities by
offering a more holistic, comprehensive Waste Water Treatment (WWT) Program
as an extension of the existing Public Sector Custom (and Standard) Program.

In its Initial Brief, the AG recognizes that “WWT facilities are highly energy intensive,

and typically offer large and cost-effective opportunities for efficiency improvements” and “can

be highly important to the public sector.” However, the AG believes that “DCEO may not be

taking full advantage of the potential of such a program” because it is focusing too much on a

single technology category – improved aeration – and seems to ignore the potential for natural

gas savings and CHP in WWT plants. AG Initial Brief, p. 12-13. To address these criticisms,

DCEO will, in its compliance filing, adjust the program to make it a more holistic,

comprehensive program to reach out to WWT plants and more effectively tap into their large

energy efficiency potential. As the AG suggests, the program will be designed as an extension of

the Public Sector Custom (and Standard) program, but with special marketing and outreach. The

Commission should approve DCEO adopting a comprehensive WWT program.

4. The Commission should approve DCEO’s agreement to update its Energy
Efficiency Potential Study within the next six months to include the savings
potential for public sector data center projects in Illinois.
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In his direct testimony, ELPC Witness Geoffrey C. Crandall recommended that DCEO

adopt an additional targeted program to address data centers. He argued that data centers “are

relied on heavily throughout the public sector, including universities and government operations”

and that a targeted program could “respond more comprehensively to data centers’ unique

energy use characteristics.” ELPC, Ex. 1.0, p. 14-15. After discussions with ELPC, DCEO

agreed to update its Energy Efficiency Potential Study within the next six months to include the

savings potential for public sector data center projects in Illinois and to present the results to the

Stakeholder Advisory Group. At that point, DCEO would determine if a data center program is

justified. DCEO Response to ELPC Data Request 3.2. DCEO plans to continue to fund data

center projects through its Public Sector Custom program and provide related technical

assistance through the Smart Energy Design Assistance Center (SEDAC), unless the updated

potential study or demand for data center incentives indicates a need for a targeted program.

DCEO Ex. 6.0 Rebuttal Testimony, p. 8-9.

5. The Commission should accept DCEO’s proposed Combined Heat and Power
(CHP) Program with the modifications in the following recommendations and
DCEO agrees to continue to work with the utilities and the SAG in developing the
program guidelines.

DCEO agrees with NRDC’s statement that “CHP systems can save energy and produce

environmental benefits, but in order to get these benefits, the CHP program must encourage the

energy efficient design and operation of systems.” NRDC Ex 2.0, p 5 and NRDC Initial Brief, p.

13. In its Initial Brief, NRDC restates its position that the DCEO CHP proposed program is not

well designed and that “NRDC’s priority here is to ensure good quality CHP Program

development that creates actual efficiency improvements.” NRDC Initial Brief, p 12. NRDC

provides four specific recommendations to improve the proposed CHP program. NRDC Initial
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Brief, p. 17-22. DCEO believes that each of these recommendations has been adequately

addressed in DCEO’s initial testimony, rebuttal testimony, initial brief and this reply brief. The

following sections summarize how DCEO has addressed each of the NRDC recommendations.

DCEO clarified in both its Rebuttal Testimony and Initial Brief that the program template

is a detailed outline of the proposed program and that DCEO will develop a much more detailed

set of Program Implementation Guidelines, as it does for all of its approved programs, before the

program will be introduced. DCEO Ex. 7.0, p.4; DCEO Initial Brief, p. 19. NRDC references

this process several times in its brief and implies that this is somehow deferring critical decisions

to a “yet-to-be-determined” RFP. DCEO has stated very clearly that it will continue to work

with the utilities and the SAG in developing the guidelines. DCEO Ex 7.0, p. 4 and DCEO Initial

Brief, p. 19.

6. The Commission should accept the DCEO position that the CHP applications be
prioritized by cost effectiveness (highest overall efficiency at least cost) and reject
NRDC’s recommendation that applications be prioritized based on estimated
overall system efficiency.

NRDC’s first recommendation is to prioritize applications based on estimated overall system

efficiency, taking into account the portion of the useful thermal output of the CHP system that

will actually be used.

DCEO will utilize cost effectiveness as the most important criterion to prioritize

applications. DCEO Ex. 7.0, p. 4. By utilizing cost effectiveness (TRC) as the criterion, the

DCEO is prioritizing by highest overall system efficiency at lowest system cost. DCEO believes

this is a superior approach to using overall system efficiency. In its Initial Brief, NRDC seems to

be concerned that DCEO’s use of the word “intends” to do the above is somehow “deferring a
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critical Program design issue to a yet-to-be determined RFP process.” NRDC Initial Brief, p. 17.

DCEO is not deferring this critical program issue and will utilize cost effectiveness.

7. The Commission should accept DCEO’s proposal to include an evaluation criterion
in the competitive solicitation that requires the applicant to explain what they have
done within their facility to improve energy efficiency (other than CHP) to address
NRDC’s recommendation that applications be prioritized based on previous efforts
to improve end-use efficiency.

NRDC’s second recommendation is to prioritize applications based on end-use efficiency.

NRDC in its Initial Brief points out that “the Attorney General’s witness Mr. Mosenthal agrees”

with this recommendation. Although NRDC Witness Sullivan clearly states in his direct that

NRDC recommends “DCEO should prioritize applications from public sector facilities that have

already used DCEO energy efficiency programs to improve the end-use efficiency of their

facilities,” the NRDC Initial Brief states that “participation in DCEO energy efficiency programs

(was meant) as a priori evidence of efficiency, other ways may also be reasonable.” NRDC Ex.

2.0, p. 8 and NRDC Initial Brief, p. 19.

DCEO agrees that there are several ways to ensure that an application adequately

addresses the overall energy efficiency improvements to the facility. One such approach would

be to include in the competitive solicitation (RFP) an evaluation criterion that requires the

applicant to explain what they have done within their facility to address energy efficiency.

DCEO Ex 7.0, p. 6. This would allow the applicant to discuss the actions that they have taken,

which might be something other than participate in the DCEO program or have an energy audit

done with all “low hanging fruit” measures implemented. NRDC Initial Brief, p. 19. CHP

systems tend to be utilized in large public facilities: e.g., hospitals, schools, community colleges,

public universities, prisons, waste water treatment facilities, and others. There are many ways
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for these facilities to implement energy efficiency options (both “low hanging” measures and

more intensive energy efficiency options). DCEO believes the applicant should be able to

provide “evidence of efficiency” and their application should be prioritized based on the

evidence provided. DCEO Ex. 7.0, p. 4; DCEO Initial Brief, p. 19.

8. The Commission should accept NRDC’s proposal that for topping cycle CHP
systems DCEO should only be allowed to claim savings for the portion of the useful
thermal output that is actually used.

NRDC’s third recommendation is that for topping cycle CHP systems, DCEO should

only be allowed to claim savings credit for the portion of the useful thermal output of the CHP

system that is actually used. In its Initial Brief, NRDC states that the word change proposed by

the DCEO in its Rebuttal Testimony is satisfactory and the NRDC recommends that the

Commission adopt it. NRDC Initial Brief, p. 20 and DCEO Rebuttal Ex. 7.0, p. 5.

9. The Commission should approve DCEO’s revised production incentive structure
that includes a tiered approach with an enhanced incentive for systems that achieve
more than 75% (LHV) efficiency.

NRDC fourth recommendation 4 is that for topping cycle CHP systems, DCEO should

modify the production incentive so that a project developer gets an incentive based on the fuel

savings associated with the CHP system. This recommendation has two parts: 1) NRDC

recommends that DCEO set the production incentive so that the approximate $750/kW total

incentive is reached when a CHP system is operating at 75% or greater system efficiency

(measured on a Lower Heating Value (LHV) basis). 2) NRDC recommends that DCEO modify

the production incentive so that a project developer gets an incentive based on the fuel savings

associated with the CHP system, instead based solely on the electrical output of the system. This
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means the production incentive should be calculated on a per-Btu basis instead of a per-kWh

basis. NRDC Initial Brief, p. 21.

The NRDC has provided no logical reason why the minimum system efficiency should

be set at 75% (LHV) other than that they want to incentivize the developer to design the most

energy efficient system (designing to the thermal requirements of the facility). However, setting

the minimum efficiency level of a CHP system to qualify for the program at 75% (LHV) will in

fact run the risk of eliminating substantial cost effective savings from potential CHP sites. It

will, in some cases, prevent the developer from using the most cost effective CHP technology to

satisfy the specific application. The DCEO knows of no other state that incorporates CHP in

their energy efficiency program that requires a minimum efficiency of 75% (LHV) to qualify.

The baseline efficiency that the CHP system is replacing is a 33% efficient electric grid and a

potential 80% efficient boiler, which in most facilities results in a combined baseline efficiency

below 50%. CHP systems with a minimum efficiency of 60% are considered high efficiency

systems and will ensure that the applicant is utilizing a significant portion of the available waste

heat.

To satisfy NRDC’s recommendation to set the production incentive so that the full level

of incentive (approximately $750/kW) is reached when a CHP system is operating at 75% (LHV)

efficiency and not to design just to the minimum 60% efficiency, the DCEO recommends the

Commission approve a tiered approach where systems that measure system efficiencies (in the

field over 12 months) equal to or above 75% (LHV) will qualify for the production incentive of

$0.08 / kWh produced, and those that measure system efficiencies below 75% (LHV) but above

the minimum 60% will receive $0.06 /kWh
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The second part of the NRDC Witness Sullivan’s recommendation is to modify the

production incentive so the applicant gets an incentive based on the fuel savings associated with

the CHP system, instead of based solely on the electrical output of the system. DCEO set up this

portion of the incentive structure as a production incentive rather than a fuel-saving incentive.

Yet, the two are linked. The ideal topping cycle CHP system is designed for the thermal load of

the building to maximize the system efficiency, operates the maximum hours possible at the

highest efficiency level to maximize the financial viability of the system, and therefore

maximizes the energy savings. There is little incentive for the applicant to operate the CHP

system in any mode other than at the longest operating hours that still provide the highest

efficiency. Any applicant can only receive a maximum incentive of 50% of the total cost or $2

million, whichever is less. The applicant is still investing a substantial amount of money in the

system and is looking for the best return on his/her investment (i.e., long operating hours at

maximum efficiency).

10. The Commission should approve the DCEO method for calculating the energy (Btu)
savings from a CHP system as it is the one approved by the federal government,
endorsed by the industry, and utilized in other states incorporating CHP in the
energy efficiency programs.

In its Initial Brief the AG recommends that the Commission order DCEO to revise its

CHP calculation of savings methodology consistent with the AG-recommended approach. AG

Initial Brief, p. 37. In its Initial Brief the AG states that “DCEO has proposed what appears to be

an arbitrary method of counting savings for this measure (CHP) that diverges from standard

practice in Illinois for claiming “customer side of the meter” savings. The AG goes on to state

that “DCEO appears to have chosen a method of estimating this primary energy savings and then

arbitrarily allocating 80% of the savings to electricity and 20% to natural gas.” The AG
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concludes by saying that “this approach to calculation of CHP savings is misguided and should

be rejected by the Commission.” AG Initial Brief, p. 34.

The method selected by DCEO to calculate the energy (Btu) savings from a topping cycle

CHP system is the method utilized by the USEPA in their emissions calculator as well as the

method utilized by several states that have CHP as part of their energy efficiency programs. The

method correctly accounts for the fuel that would have been utilized to generate the electricity

from the grid being supplied by the CHP system, accounts for the fuel that would have been used

to generate the thermal energy recovered from the CHP system, and accounts for the increase in

gas utilized at the site by the CHP system. The method also allows the DCEO to specify

standardized field meters to collect real performance data over a 12 month period to verify the

calculated savings. DCEO believes the AG’s comments rejecting this methodology are arbitrary

and unfounded.

DCEO believes that it has addressed all of the interveners concerns adequately. DCEO

recommends that the Commission approve the CHP program as proposed in DCEO’s Plan 3 with

the above modifications.

C. LOW INCOME PROGRAMS

1. The Commission should approve DCEO’s portfolio of Low Income programs and
reject the Staff’s recommendation that DCEO restructure its programs based on
additional cost-effectiveness analysis to reach more households.

Staff Witness David Brightwell argues that DCEO could increase the energy savings

from its low income programs and serve more low income households by focusing on more cost

effective measures, in other words those measures with higher TRC values. Staff Ex. 2.0, p. 14-

20. CUB Witness Rebecca Devens agrees with staff’s recommendation that “DCEO should seek
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to lower the per facility savings in order to increase the number of facilities that are served,”

although Witness Devens goes on to say that “if for specific measures or programs, DCEO is

limited in how many customers the Department can reach, CUB is not opposed to DCEO

installing a more efficient unit.” CUB Ex. 2.0, p. 10-11.

In its Initial Brief, NRDC explains why using the TRC to evaluate low-income programs

is misguided: “Many of the documented benefits in low-income homes are non-energy benefits

not captured in the TRC: ability to pay rent, reduced arrearages, increased health, improved

comfort and less stress….And until these non-energy benefits are fully captured in the TRC, the

TRC should not be used as a guide for what is included in the low-income programs.” NRDC

Initial Brief, p. 32. The General Assembly recognized this by not requiring low income

programs to pass the TRC test.

DCEO believes that program funding does enable existing programs such as the Illinois

Home Weatherization Assistance Program to reach a larger number of low income households

than they could otherwise reach. Yet, on an annual basis they can only serve a limited number of

households and need the ability to install measures to achieve the maximum amount of energy

efficiency in the housing units served within the fiscal constraints of the program. DCEO Ex. 8.0

Rebuttal Testimony, p.8-10. Restructuring the programs to spread program expenses across a

larger number of households could increase administrative costs for the programs funded by

DCEO’s low-income portfolio without better serving the target households. DCEO notes that

both CUB and Staff assume that our low income programs can access a larger number of homes;

this assumption is unfounded. DCEO maximizes the energy efficiency savings for the homes

that we have access to during the program year, we cannot guarantee access to a larger number
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of homes. DCEO recommends the Commission approve DCEO’s portfolio of low income

programs as submitted in Plan 3.

2. DCEO agrees to work with the administrator of the Low Income Home Energy
Assistance Program (LIHEAP) to determine an outreach strategy for the Percent of
Income Payment Program (PIPP) that makes administrative sense given funding
levels and program structure, although DCEO does not believe the Commission
should order DCEO to do so.

CUB Witness Devens recommended that DCEO promote the Percentage of Income

Payment Plan (PIPP) program, a type of energy assistance available to low income households,

through its portfolio of low income programs. CUB Ex. 2.0, p. 10-11. DCEO agrees to work

with its colleagues who administer the Low Income Home Energy Assistance Program,

including the PIPP Program option, to determine an outreach strategy for PIPP that makes

administrative sense given the funding levels and program structure. Because a different bureau

in DCEO administers this program, DCEO believes the Commission should not order the

Department to do this and probably does not have the authority to do so.

D. MARKET TRANSFORMATION PROGRAMS

1. The Commission should accept DCEO’s proposed Market Transformation
programs and reject AG Witness Mosenthal’s recommendation that two of those
programs – the Smart Design Energy Assistance Center (SEDAC) and the Energy
Performance Contracting (EPC) technical assistance program – be folded into
DCEO’s Custom program.

AG Witness Mosenthal argued that rather than provide technical assistance and energy

audits under SEDAC and assistance with performance contracting under the EPC Technical

Assistance program, “DCEO should instead simply treat these ancillary services as part of their

overall programs rather than standalone programs.” AG Ex. 1.0, 32-34. He argues that they
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should be folded into the Custom program and that by being separate programs they could cause

market confusion. DCEO does not agree with this position, given that both SEDAC and the EPC

technical assistance program have long, well-established track records. The SEDAC has

provided design assistance with quantified recommendations for more than 1,100 buildings to

date, and the EPC program has facilitated the implementation of over $380 million in energy

efficiency capital improvements resulting in over $124 million in annual savings. DCEO Ex.

4.0, p. 6-9. Witness Mosenthal also recommends that DCEO seek input from the Stakeholder

Advisory Group (SAG) on these programs. DCEO has regularly reported to the SAG on

SEDAC’s activities and, on several occasions, on the EPC programs as well. DCEO would be

happy to schedule a more comprehensive presentation for SAG on these programs in the near

future, but does not believe this needs to be addressed in a Commission order.

E. SELF DIRECT PROGRAMS

1. The Commission should clarify DCEO’s authority under the Natural Gas Self
Direct Program including whether it may use Energy Efficiency Portfolio funds to
verify (and potentially claim) energy savings from Self Direct Customers (SDC).

Pursuant to 220 ILCS 5/8-104(m)(3), DCEO is required to review and approve applications

for the Energy Efficiency Natural Gas Self Direct Program. DCEO verifies compliance with the

self-directing customer requirements through a review of the annual reports submitted by the

approved Self Direct Program customers. Per Statute, DCEO has the right to audit the

information provided in the application and annual reports to ensure continued compliance. 220

ILCS 5/8-104(m)(3). If DCEO determines the customer is no longer in compliance, DCEO will

follow the procedures for noncompliance outlined in this section of the statute.

DCEO has followed the statute closely in establishing application and customer approval

guidelines and in the review of the annual reports submitted by the SDCs. However, the
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legislation did not provide guidelines for project documentation or funding for DCEO to conduct

site visits to verify completed projects and reported energy savings.

Interveners AG, NRDC and ELPC agree that DCEO has been following the statutory

guidelines thus far in administering the Natural Gas Self Direct Program, but feel DCEO should

expand its project verification process. NRDC Witness Neme states, “unfortunately, the

legislation establishing the self-direct program does not have such an evaluation requirement. I

say “unfortunately” because good evaluation has been identified as one of the keys to a

successful self-direct program.” NRDC Ex 1.0, p. 19.

ELPC Witness Crandall recommends the Commission should recognize that the self-

direct program is reporting significant savings, but those savings are not currently properly

verified to ascertain if they are real efficiency savings. Witness Crandall recommends

verification guidelines be developed and submitted to the Stakeholders group within six months

of this proceeding. EPLC Ex 1.0, p. 8.

The AG in its Initial Brief states that the Commission should require DCEO to more

effectively audit and verify the claimed natural gas savings by the Self Direct customers and

direct DCEO and the SAG to develop self-direct program guidelines and recommendations to

ensure that claimed savings are real. AG Initial Brief, p. 7.

DCEO’s interpretation of the statute is that it does have the right to audit the activity of

the Self-Direct Customer’s energy efficiency project/s. However, the term “audit” is not defined

clearly in the statute. DCEO requests Commission clarification on this matter to create a clear

guideline for project verification or evaluation. DCEO is currently working to create a more

defined project verification structure for its Natural Gas Self Direct Program and would like to

implement this with the support of the SAG and the Commission. DCEO is willing to use EEPS
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dollars for these activities if the Commission authorizes such use of EEPS dollars with an

associated energy savings related to the expenditure of the DCEO funds.

2. The Commission should not adopt REACT’s proposal to direct DCEO to pilot an
Electric Self Direct Program.

In its Initial Brief, the Coalition to Request Equitable Allocation of Costs Together

(REACT) argues that “DCEO does not meaningfully engage on REACT’s proposed Electric Self

Direct Program” and “respectfully disagrees with DCEO’s suggestion that the program’s value is

unknown.” REACT Initial Brief, p. 14. DCEO is well aware of the unverified natural gas

savings reported in the first year of the Self Direct Program. Given the vague project verification

processes in the existing Natural Gas Self Direct statute, DCEO believes its priority in this

docket is to clarify the project verification process for the existing Natural Gas Self Direct

Program before it begins contemplating a pilot electric self-direct program. DCEO believes the

adoption of an electric pilot program is premature at this time.

F. ADJUSTED GROSS APPROACH

1. The Commission should approve DCEO’s proposed Adjusted Gross Approach as
the appropriate approach for determining net program impacts for the Public
Sector and Low Income Sector and not require DCEO to use the Staff’s proposed
Net-to-Gross Framework.

DCEO believes that the net-to-gross is a flawed approach and that a different approach

should be taken, particularly for its unique sectors, for the following reasons:

First, the calculated Net-to-Gross values for the Illinois EEPS programs managed by the

utilities and DCEO have varied considerably for similar or identical programs and from year to

year, generally without any clear explanation. This seems to indicate differences in the methods
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used by various evaluators or variability inherent in the methods used by presumably equally

competent evaluation teams.

Second, according to experts at a workshop sponsored by the Midwest Energy Efficiency

Alliance1 about evaluation approaches, ”[A]ttributing savings to one cause or another can be

quite complex. Further, there is a lack of consensus amongst States, utilities, and evaluators on

which factors should be considered – and how those factors are defined.”

Third, the analyses to date have focused primarily on the free rider measurement, and

have not adequately addressed spillover, because spillover is more difficult and costly to

measure.

Fourth, according to the ACEEE, all of the other states in the Midwest (Indiana, Iowa,

Michigan, Minnesota, Missouri, Ohio, and Wisconsin) reported taking such an adjusted gross

approach for all or a portion of their energy efficiency programs. Illinois is the only Midwestern

state that has been applying a purely “net” savings approach across all of its programs.

[Personal telephone communication from Marty Kushler, Senior Fellow, ACEEE]

Lastly, participants in MEEA’s workshop point out another shortcoming to the current

approach: “A net savings approach may result in an underestimate of savings potential and

program cost-effectiveness, thereby preventing utilities from moving forward with innovative

programs that while less cost-effective in the short term, have great value in the long-term.”

DCEO supports an approach referred to as an “adjusted gross” approach. Again to quote the

MEEA report which summarizes the views of its panel of experts:

“The evaluators predict that, ultimately, experienced utilities that have gone through the
net savings process will make a further shift to an “adjusted gross” approach for the
purpose of setting and assessing progress towards savings goals... Adjusted gross savings
typically refer to the change in energy consumption and/or demand that results directly

1
Midwest Energy Efficiency Alliance, “A Net or Gross Energy Savings Approach: Perspectives at the MEEA 2012

Annual Meeting of the Membership”, April, 2012
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from program-related actions taken by participants in an efficiency program, regardless
of why they participated. It adjusts for such factors as data errors, installation and
persistence rates, and hours of use, but does not adjust for free ridership or spillover.”

DCEO Ex. 1.0.

DCEO advocates such an “adjusted gross” approach for Illinois’ Energy Efficiency

Portfolio of programs under sections 8/103 and 8/104 of the Act. DCEO believes such an

approach is appropriate for the DCEO’s programs and believes the case is particularly strong for

the market sectors it serves.

DCEO has already adopted this approach with its low income programs in both Plan 1

and Plan 2 and no intervener objected to doing so in Plan 3. Free ridership is not considered an

issue with low income programs because generally the energy efficiency measures would not be

installed without the program. DCEO believes it is equally justifiable to adopt an “adjusted

gross” approach with its public sector programs.

As DCEO argues in its initial testimony, DCEO believes an adjusted gross approach

satisfies the statutory requirement that the evaluator conduct “a full review…of the broader net

program impacts,” since it adjusts the estimated gross savings for such factors as data errors,

installation and persistence rates, hours of use, etc. to develop a net savings number. DCEO Ex.

1.0 DCEO Ex. 6.0 Rebuttal Testimony.

CUB Witness Rebecca Devens’ direct testimony provides additional arguments in

support of the adjusted gross approach for DCEO’s public sector programs as well. Witness

Devens states that “[a]pplying the NTG approach to DCEO’s public sector programs is punitive

and inappropriate” and “can yield results that are inaccurate and unhelpful.” CUB Ex. 1.0, p. 9

and CUB Ex. 2.0, p. 7. DCEO already faces many challenges in administering programs. Due to

the economic climate, many public entities have constrained budgets that do not allow for

investments beyond what is absolutely necessary. This typically excludes energy efficiency
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investments, because they bear a higher price tag upfront, even though a more efficient

investment may prove to be more cost-effective over the life of the measure. Additionally, many

local governments in ComEd service territory have franchise agreements with ComEd. DCEO

Ex. 1.0 p. 33. In exchange for allowing ComEd to deliver electricity within their municipal

boundaries, these local governments do not pay for electricity. Id. Because “the businesses and

residences in the city pay a franchise fee that covers the cost of electricity for the city,” local

governments “have very little direct incentive to reduce their energy use.” Id. Similarly, Ameren

owns many street lights in downstate Illinois, “thus seemingly excluding a natural market in the

Ameren territory for DCEO’s Public Sector Energy Efficiency programs.” Id. at 34. Both the

ComEd franchise agreements and Ameren’s ownership of streetlights make it very challenging

for local governments to justify or see the logic of paying an incremental amount for more

efficient technologies.

Commission Staff does not support DCEO’s proposal for the Adjusted Gross evaluation

approach. DCEO does not agree with comments from Commission Staff and other interveners

arguing that DCEO should use a net approach that incorporates not only the evaluated realization

rate, but also free ridership and spillover, even though as Staff Witness Brightwell states, “It is

often difficult and costly to estimate spillover.” Staff Ex. 4.0 Also, Staff Witness Hinman’s

proposed net-to-gross framework (Staff Ex. 3.1) was designed to enable Utilities to prospectively

adopt deemed net-to-gross values for their programs, so that they can have certainty for their

program planning. DCEO did not request any prospective deeming and has agreed to accept the

evaluation results on a retrospective basis. Therefore, DCEO sees no need for the Staff’s

recommended NTG framework to apply to DCEO.
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None of the interveners objected to DCEO using the adjusted gross approach for its Low

Income programs. AG Witness Mosenthal stated that for these programs “deeming a 1.0 net-to-

gross ratio is appropriate rather than spending funds evaluating if some de minimis amount of

free ridership is occurring.” AG Ex. 1.0, p. 21. NRDC Witness Neme stated, “I think it is

reasonable to assume that the NTG for low income programs is 1.0.” NRDC Ex. 1.0, p. 25. CUB

Witness Devens argued that, “The NTG approach is inappropriate for DCEO’s Low Income

Program.” CUB Ex. 1.0, p. 8.

Although CUB supported DCEO’s request to use the Adjusted Gross methodology for

the Public Sector, Interveners with the AG’s Office, NRDC and ELPC do not fully support

DCEO’s request. AG Witness Mosenthal does not support the Adjusted Gross approach except

for Low Income programs, but does support DCEO adjustment of net-to-gross ratios on a

retrospective basis. AG Ex. 1.0. NRDC Witness Neme supports DCEO’s position “in the

challenges to estimating net saving,” however; he views this approach as “effectively ignoring

free ridership and spillover effects….” Overall, Witness Neme states “a focus on adjusted gross

savings rather than on net savings will almost inevitably result in less effective programs, with

the result being less actual savings.” NRDC Ex. 1.0, p. 6.

ELPC Witness Crandall recommends “DCEO uses a net-to-gross methodology relying

exclusively using the retroactive application of the NTG only if free ridership and spillover

impacts are included in the NTG value calculation (done by an independent evaluator) or apply

the uniform net to gross framework that is currently in place or as modified by the Commission

in its Plan 3 reviews.” ELPC Ex. 1.0, p. 11. As stated in their Initial Brief, “ELPC believes it

would be inappropriate for the Commission to approve DCEO’s request to use an adjusted gross

evaluation methodology in the docket. The Commission should reject DCEO’s request to adopt
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a gross adjustment method and either 1) require DCEO to apply the commission approved net-to-

gross framework, or 2) allow DCEO to apply net to gross values retroactively (as DCEO

requests) to its programs as the independent EMV contractors issue final (ex post) net to gross

values in the final EMV reports and analysis. If and when the evaluations indicate that is longer

a need for net-to-gross analysis of the programs, ELPC will support such change.” ELPC Initial

Brief, p. 11.

DCEO respectively requests the Commission adopt the “adjusted gross” approach for

both the Public Sector and Low Income sector served by the DCEO Energy Efficiency Portfolio.

2. If the Commission determines that greater consistency in evaluation methodologies
is desirable, the Commission should consider holding a workshop process that
brings in national experts, rather than expecting SAG or a collaboration of current
evaluators to reach a consensus.

In their Initial Brief, Staff recommended that the DCEO and Utility evaluators

collaborate to reach consensus on the best approaches to assessing net-to-gross in particular

markets for residential and non-residential energy efficiency programs. Staff Initial Brief, p. 21-

22. DCEO believes that such consensus is highly unlikely given the presentations that three

evaluators provided during a recent SAG technical committee conference call. The presentations

show that the respective evaluators disagree drastically on the efficacy of various evaluation

methodologies. DCEO does not see the value of a SAG technical committee or evaluator-

organized process to try to reach consensus. If the Commission believes that greater consistency

in evaluation approaches is desirable, the Commission should consider holding a workshop

process that brings in national experts to thoroughly discuss and debate the EM&V

methodologies. As a State Agency that follows the State Procurement process, DCEO must

tread lightly in making this recommendation.
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G. OTHER ISSUES

1. The Commission should approve budget flexibility that allows DCEO to shift
spending among its public sector, low income, and market transformation programs
at the portfolio level up to a threshold of 20%, as proposed by ELPC.

In its previous two plans, DCEO requested and was granted, with no opposition or

comment, the flexibility to modify budgets and programs to meet specific utility territory

limitations and to meet changing market demands on a timely basis. DCEO believes it is

reasonable to request the same flexibility for Plan 3. DCEO Initial Brief, p. 11-13. However,

several interveners, including AG, ELPC, and NRDC, argued that the Commission should

impose some limitations on DCEO’s budget and program flexibility. DCEO has agreed to a

proposal by ELPC for a 20% threshold for program adjustments in spending among DCEO’s

public sector, low income, and market transformation programs at the portfolio level. ELPC

Initial Brief, p. 5-7 and DCEO Initial Brief, p.13. DCEO would consult with SAG for program

adjustments that exceed 20% and approach the Commission for approval to adjust goals, if the

changes warrant goal adjustments. DCEO will continue to inform and consult with SAG

regarding any significant program or budget adjustments, regardless of whether or not the 20%

threshold would be exceeded.

2. The Commission should make decisions regarding DCEO’s role in the
Illinois Power Agency Proceeding in that docket, 13-0456, rather than in this
case.

DCEO appreciates and is thankful for the AG’s Office support in DCEO’s endeavor to be

included in the Illinois Power Agency (IPA) proceeding. DCEO’s participation in the IPA’s

annual procurement is before the Commission in a different docket, 13-0456, and as such we
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respectfully request that the issue not be included in this docket since this would lead to

confusion and disenfranchise those interveners that have already filed documents in the IPA

proceedings.

3. The Commission should not direct the SAG to create an Illinois Energy Efficiency
Policy Manual in this docket at this time, as proposed by AG Witness Mosenthal.

DCEO sees the merit in this proposal and would be open to further discussion of this

matter within the SAG; however, at this time, DCEO supports Commission Staff Hinman’s

position, which is to urge the Commission to reject Witness Mosenthal’s recommendation due

to the “excessive and unnecessary burden on all [SAG] participants.” Staff Initial Brief, p. 21.

4. The Commission should reject ELPC’s proposal that the SAG establish “voting
parties”.

ELPC proposed the establishment of “voting parties” within the SAG. ELPC Ex. 1.2 and

2. The SAG from its inception during the Plan 1 has operated as an advisory body to the

Utilities, DCEO and the Commission on the Energy Efficiency Portfolio. DCEO sees no

justification for turning it into a voting body.

5. The Commission should adopt the Staff proposal for quarterly reports and the
EM&V schedule for TRM and NTG updates, with the clarification that the schedule
for “NTG Updates” means that draft EM&V reports are available by the proposed
dates.

In its Initial Brief, Staff recommends certain reporting requirements and schedules. Staff

recommends that the Commission require “quarterly reports to present the estimated savings

values and costs by program for each utility’s service territory.” Staff Initial Brief, p. 7. DCEO

agreed in its plan to provide quarterly reports to SAG. Staff further “recommends that the
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Commission adopt the EM&V schedules for TRM and NTG updates that are set forth in Staff

Ex. 3.2.” DCEO agrees that these schedules are reasonable, with the clarification that the

reference to “NTG updates” means that the EM&V reports are available in draft form by the

proposed dates.

6. The Commission should adopt the Staff’s proposed definition of “breakthrough
equipment and devices” and direct DCEO to identify measures which meet the
definition its compliance filing containing its modified savings goals.

In its Initial Brief, Staff recommends that the Commission define “breakthrough

equipment and devices” in this proceeding as “measures or programs in their early stage of

development that are subject to substantial uncertainty about their cost-effectiveness during the

planning period.” Staff Initial Brief, p. 8. DCEO agrees with this definition. Staff further

recommends that DCEO identify measures which meet the definition in its compliance filing

containing its modified savings goals. DCEO provided this information in its response to a data

request from NRDC, but since that response was not placed in the record, DCEO has no

objection to including that in the compliance filing. DCEO Response to NRDC DR 1.03.

7. The Commission should not accept Staff’s recommendation to direct DCEO to
include “economically efficient potential” in its next Energy Efficiency Potential
Study.

DCEO’s economic experts at the Energy Resources Center, who prepared the Energy

Efficiency Potential Study for DCEO, utilized USEPA’s definitions for conducting an economic

potential study. DCEO believes this resulted in a reasonable estimation of the economic

potential for energy efficiency in the public and low income sector in Illinois, aligned with the

highest current industry standards. DCEO does not intend to redo the Energy Efficiency
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Potential Study at this time. DCEO will consider adding this additional analysis to its next

Energy Efficiency Potential Study and is willing to discuss this with SAG, but does not believe

the Commission should order DCEO to do so.

III. CONCLUSION

DCEO responds to the Interveners’ objections and suggestions throughout its plan

proceeding and in this document. If DCEO is silent on a topic in this reply brief, it does not

represent agreement, disagreement or neutrality, but rather the argument or agreement has

already been established in the evidence.

In its Initial Brief, Commission Staff finds that DCEO’s Plan 3 meets the minimum

requirements outlined under Sections 8-103 and 8-104. DCEO has explained that it agrees with

Commission Staff’s recommendation to lower its energy savings goals downward based upon the

results of Program years 4/1 and 5/2 final evaluations.

DCEO respectively requests the Commission to approve its Plan 3 with the above stated

exception and minor adjustments discussed in this brief.
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